
Fights fires anywhere,
everywhere.

Bike Mounted Watermist
Fire Extinguisher

A fire can start anywhere, at anytime. And in 
just 6 minutes, it can turn into an uncontrollable 
blaze. This makes it even more important for you 
to tackle the fire, before it’s too late.

Unfortunately, tiny lanes, inaccessible roads and 
traffic jams all are a setback when it comes to 
rushing to the rescue. Which means that by the 
time the fire engine reaches the scene of the fire, 
it could very possibly already be too late.

The need of the hour is a fire engine that can 
manoeuvre any road, zip through traffic and 
reach the burning premises in minutes.

Ceasefire introduces a state-of-the-art 
extinguisher on wheels – The Mobile Firefighter. 
Powered by the world’s most revolutionary 
firefighting technology: Watermist.

Portable. But powerful.

With Ceasefire’s Mobile Firefighter on your side, 
you can arrive at the scene of the fire in minutes, 
and keep even the largest fires under control until 
the fire engines and more help arrives. These 
unique 9 litre extinguishers, with an extendable 
hose, can be mounted onto almost any bike. 

To add to its firefighting capabilities, two spare 
containers are also attached. Increasing the 
power of this firefighter by four!

The power of the Ceasefire Mobile Firefighter.

Watermist technology and how it works.
Ceasefire’s patented Watermist technology 
uses the world’s oldest, most effective fire 
suppressant – water, increasing its power 
many times over. 

Here’s how. Ceasefire extinguishers 
equipped with Watermist break water down 
into a fine mist. This mist is then thrown at the 
fire with a great kinetic force, covering a large 

surface area. As soon as the mist comes into 
contact with the fire, it instantly turns into 
steam. Enveloping the flames, cutting down 
the oxygen supply and reducing the 
temperature and to below combustion levels. 
Ensuring that even the largest fire succumbs 
to Watermist technology. In minutes.

The aerodynamics of the gun further
accelerates the speed of the droplets

HOW IT  WORKS   

The air passes through a
reducer which reduces the
pressure less than 15 bars. 
It then flows to the gun 
and the vessel.

HOW IT  WORKS

Specially constructed 
chambers and nozzles 
atomise the mixture to 
optimum size Watermist 
droplets (100-150µ)

HOW IT  WORKS
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THE  SYSTEM



2 Watermist Cans

2 Spare Containers

Customised Stand

2 Backpacks - 9 Ltr.
A,B,C

The power to tackle A, B, C 
and electrically started fires

Extinguishing media of 
clean water or water with 
enhancement agent

Available on DGS&D Rate Contract No.
WMC FFS/MB-2/RC-NC000000/0214/069/05859/0421,
dated 08th Oct. 2013

AFFF Foam

Special AFFF Foam 
extinguishing enhancement 
agent

What makes the Mobile Firefighter formidable?
The Ceasefire Mobile Firefighter is equipped with a host of features:

Recommended Usage Areas
Apart from the benefits of speed 
and Watermist technology, 
the Mobile Firefighter also brings 
with it a First Aid kit - which means 
that you can save lives even 
before help appears on the scene

§ Hospitals
§ Healthcare facilities
§ Telecom facilities
§ Petrol pumps
§ Genset areas
§ Paint factories
§ Chemical factory
§ Cosmetic factory
§ Railways
§ Aircraft hangers
§ Ship building yards
§ Factories with high class B risks
§ Large workshop and factories

2 Spare Containers

Customised Stand

Fixtures

Blinking Lights

Windshield with logo

Hooter



Technical Features: 9 Litres
Fire Class 55A, 233B with standard 
 foam & Electrically 
 started fire

Extinguishing  6% Standard AFFF Foam 
enhancement agent (UL162)

Compressed Air  4.7 Litre 300 bar carbon 
Cylinder composite cylinder  
 mounted on a universal 
 cylinder holder

Media volume 9 litres

Working pressure 8 to 9 bar

Pressure Vessel Stainless Steel Vessel 

Length of Hose 1.3 Meter

Weight of fully  26 kg Approx.
charged system

Extinguishing Gun Stainless Steel, Approx. 
 1.60 kg

Lancing Distance  13.2 Meter Average
of Gun

Functional  +5 degrees C to +60 
temperature range degrees C

Extinguishing  0.42 to 0.45 L/sec.
media flow

Operating Time 20 - 23 sec.

Technical Features: 10 Litres
Capacity (size) 10 Ltrs. (As per 
 EN 3-7 :2004+A1:2007)
Working Pressure  31 Bar
Water Cylinder -  Aluminum Alloy
construction

Back pack harness The harness system is made out 
 of synthetic fire resistant material 
 confirming to IS 15758(Part4) 
 and provides minimum stress 
 and fatigue to the wearer thanks 
 to its ergonomical design.

Air Bottle 2 liters/200 bar of Mild Steel 
 with PESO Approval and EN 
 Certified Pressure Gauge
Total weight 25.65 Kg Max
Operating -  Minimum +5o to maximum 
temperature +60o Celsius
Gun - construction Stainless Steel Body 
 weighing 814 Gms +- 2 Gms
Hose Length  13.2 meters.
Jet - Maximum Discharge duration Continuous and 
at full throttle Distance 
40 to 42 seconds 
Fire extinction - suitability with standard AFFF 6% 
confirming to IS 4989 or UL 162 standards
Class – A Fires: 55A    Class – B Fires: 233B
Class – B Polar Solvent Fires
Live Electrical fires - 1000 V as per EN 3-7:2004+ 
A1:2007 Tested for 35 kV Certified by ERDA
Product Certificates
Certification from NABL accredited Lab and/ or any 
Central Govt. Lab. (tested in Indian condition) as per 
EN 3-7:2004+A1:2007 (tested within last 36 months). 
Test report shall be enclosed along with the offer.

Download the Ceasefire app.

Ceasefire Industries Private Limited
Plot No. 4, Second Floor, Sector - 135,
Noida - Greater Noida Expressway,
Noida - 201 301, Uttar Pradesh (India)
t +91 120-4665800

Call our Free Hotline :
1800 120 3473 / +91 9540 666 666
or call +91 120 4223473

www.ceasefire.in Ceasefire
WORLDFollow us on:


